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Duty Roster 

5 September Casey Fields 
Allan Chiong (R), Andrew 
Komac, Robert Lackey 
 
12 September Gruyere 
John Thomson (R), Matt White 
(TC), Rob Feigan (TC), Kevin 
King, Scott Lee, Owen Lewis, 
Nick Thompson, JC Wilson, 
Shane Dwyer, Darren Eagle, 
John Eddy, Daniel Ives 
 
 
If rostered for duty, you must be at 
there at least 1 hour prior to start time.  
It’s your responsibility to find a 
replacement if unable to do your duty, 
then advise  Andrew Buchanan, 
tiptop2@optusnet.com.au  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Editor: Nick Tapp 
nick.tapp@detail-ed.com.au  

 

 

 

  

This week’s image of Lake Learmonth, scene of last Saturday’s graded scratch 
races with Eureka Veterans CC, is from Peter Gray. Most race reports this week 
mention the weather, and Peter’s image suggests why. Those who braved the icy 
blasts and made the journey found a warm welcome from the Eureka club – both 
on the road, where the locals were determined to impress, and back in the 
clubrooms after the race. 

 
 

From the new editor 

First, a big thank you to retiring editor Janita Keating for all her hard work and for 
handing over the newsletter in such good shape, 

A good number of people have come forward with race reports, images and other 
contributions this week. Thanks to all of them – and here’s a thought: why not join 
them? Future newsletters will be as informative and interesting as you make them. 

Now read on! 
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Grade 1st 2nd 3rd 

A Grade (8) Trent Stevenson (GVVCC) Tony Mirabella (Eureka) Phil Smith 

B Grade (7) Peter Livitsanis (Eureka) Bruce Will Ian Smith 

C Grade (13) Graeme Bull Steve Short Frank Crifo (Eureka) 

D Grade (5) Peter Shanahan Colin Mortley Mal Rock (Eureka) 

E Grade (7) Graham Cadd JC Wilson Juanita Cadd 

 

A Grade 

Only eight starters in A grade, but all were strong 
riders. The first lap was very civilised as everyone 
sussed out the course, the conditions and the 
opposition. 

At the start of the second lap, into the strong 
crosswinds, Trent Stevenson from Shepparton 
launched a strong attack, which took several 
kilometres to pull back and resulted in two riders 
going out the back as they were ridden into the 
gutter. As the race came back together Rob went 
to the front to keep the pace up but soon found 
that he had a small gap. When he was joined by 
Trent it seemed a good move as Trent had just 
proved how strong he was. 

Despite the two leaders working hard, the chasing 
four always had them in sight, but on the bell it 
looked like a big enough gap to take the win. As 
Rob and Trent took the last corner into the block 
headwind, Trent attacked and opened a small 
gap that Rob could not close. 

With a few kilometres still to go, a look behind 
had the chase group closing in fast. Rob had a 
decision to make: sit up and hope to recover 
before the sprint, or keep going and try to hold 

them off. He chose the latter, only to be swamped 
by the chase with 100m to go. Trent took a well-
deserved win, with Tony Mirabella taking the 
sprint from Phil Smith. 

Rob Amos 

The race started quite quick in A grade, no 
neutral period. After one lap, a breakaway was 
formed, consisting of Rob and Trent, and two 
guys were dropped. The breakaway had gapped 
us by 50m. We were four chasing, kind of 
disorganised, which was in favour of the 
breakaway. 

 In the last 2km, it was headwind. Trent had 
dropped Rob and we could see the opportunity 
for a 2nd place. Trent was looking strong, we 
were not making any ground on him, as opposed 
to Rob, who was fighting against the wind and 
losing ground to us. Phil made some big turns 
which closed quicker the gap to Rob. 

It was raining, and I could not see much so took 
my sunglasses off (sun?!) to put in my back 
pocket. But lost one lens, which annoyed me so 
after about 100m I decided to chuck the pair on 
the left side of the road (thinking, ‘I’ll be back …’).  
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Anyway, race carried on, I had in my mind we had 
another left turn to do before the finish, when 
suddenly saw some more accelerations from 
Tony and then Phil, which to me seemed to be 
some more cat and mouse tricks (it had been 
going on for the last 2km). Then, I saw some flags 
on the side of the road, and realised it was the 
finishing line, only 20m left. In panic mode I tried 
my best to close down on to the three guys ahead 
of me but was way too late (well, let’s be honest, 
my legs were simply running out of gas!). Tony 
(who took off first) got 2nd, then Phil 3rd. 
Chapeau to Phil who did so much work in the last 
5km, towing the chasing group, getting dropped, 
coming back to the front, and still finished 3rd.  

Have to feel sorry for Rob, who was in the 
breakaway for two-thirds of the race. With 2km to 
go was looking in the bag for him, but getting 
caught in the last 30m. Bad luck this time – I am 
sure Rob will make it up at Casey next Saturday. 

After the race, I drove back to look for my 
sunglasses and somehow managed to find first 
the lens, in the grass on the right side of the road, 
and about 100m further on my sunglasses on the 
left side (in grass too). Had a smile on my face 
and could remember how annoyed I was when I 
threw them in the grass. How lucky was it to find 
back my sunglasses, that made my day! 

Jean-Philippe Leclercq 

B Grade 

Just seven riders signed on for B grade, and only 
six were at the start line. Had Chris Ellenby tried 
the wind and thought better of it already?  

Off we went, and Eureka rider Peter Livitsanis 
was quick to show us how the locals do it. 
Turning east and swapping a headwind for a 
crosswind merely let him push the pace up to 
37km/h. The five Easterners gritted their teeth up 

the circuit’s major (if minor) bump before a left 
turn brought a welcome tailwind. 

Peter L. was never far from the front. Actually, 
with six riders in the bunch, no one was ever far 
from the front, but he was on it more often than 
most. Bruce Will, Ian Smith, Ross Tinkler and I 
did our share, while Peter Mackie seemed to be 
busy enough just hanging on. 

Another leg of crosswind brought us back to 
Donovans Road, but the start/finish line was a 
long time coming as we laboured into the wind. 
Just before the line, Chris joined us, and we 
headed out for lap 2. Was I the only one who 
thought about heading back to the car instead? 

Lap 2 was much the same – only faster. The 
occasional attack from Chris didn’t draw much 
response. For one thing, from where I sat he was 
welcome to the wind out there on his own. For 
another, I think we all assumed he was not 
actually in the race after missing the first lap. And 
in any case I had enough to do just staying in 
touch without chasing down doomed attacks. 

Lap 3 was similar – but faster again. And wet, as 
cold rain started to blow in. Donovans Road and 
that headwind would decide it, and it was Peter 
L., Bruce and Chris who had the nerve to go first. 
Ian was caught in the middle, and Ross, Peter M. 
and I were too far back, or too cooked, to respond 
at first. We mounted a final chase effort before 
conceding that the winning horses had bolted. 

Peter upheld local honour in what must have 
been a slo-mo sprint, Bruce was the best of the 
visitors, Chris was ruled out of the running, which 
left 3rd place for Ian. 

And so back to the sailing club beside the dry 
lake for dry clothes and a fine hot spread courtesy 
of our gracious hosts at Eureka Vets. 

Nick Tapp 



 
 
 
 

 

C Grade 

Last year at Lake Learmonth was a great 
weekend, fine weather and some good racing. 
Arriving in Ballarat at about midday one was 
reminded that winter was definitely still here, the 
wind chill factor making things rather unpleasant. 
Never mind, same for everyone. After checking in 
to the motel, a quick trip to the supermarket for 
some supplies, and off to the lake – er, what 
lake? The lake with no water! It turns out the main 
feeder to the lake has been diverted for more 
pressing water needs. Shame really. Out of the 
car and into the fray, well rugged up for the event 
ahead. 

So a few hardy souls, some getting the legs ready 
for the VVCC event on Sunday, had made the 
commitment to brave the elements around the 
circuit, which consisted of three laps of about 
17km each, on the Ballarat side of the B300. The 
course is a slightly shortened version of the one 
the VVCC used last year. Shape a bit squarish 
so, whatever happened with the elements, we 
were going to face several different weather 
factors – and the wind and rain that prevailed did 
have an impact. 

C grade set off with 13 starters, and once under 
way, the group worked really well together, 
running with two pace lines around 36–37km/h for 
the first lap and a half. There were several 
casualties on the first lap, as we moved from the 
tailwind leg to a cross–headwind leg – four riders, 
I believe.  

About halfway through the second lap Steve 
Short stretched his legs on the short downwind 
leg, and opened up a good gap before we turned 
into the wind. As a club mate the Eastern riders 
were happy to let him go, and we made that 
known to the others. I don’t think they were that 
happy, but nevertheless they set off after him and 
eventually he was caught just before the bell. 

With Steve back in the group, we felt we needed 
another dig or two to upset the locals, so Graeme 
Bull had a wee turn, but was brought back within 
a couple of kilometres. Down the tailwind leg, and 
Steve tried again, but the riders were on the alert 
and pulled him back in. Straight away Graeme 
Bull had another dig and quickly put 100m on the 
group. But that was it, and Graeme was caught 
just before the turn into the tough upwind section. 

The weather had closed in just before the bell, 
with the wind and rain making the run to the line 
uncomfortable, to say the least. When we 
rounded the next corner of the square we were on 
dry ground, but windy! 

Things remained calm until the start of the last 
leg, a tough cross–headwind with rain to contend 
with, when Russell Wheelhouse charged up the 
road and soon put about 200m on the pack – and 
of course we did not chase. It really seemed that 
Russell would hold on, but riding solo on that last 
section was tough, and the non-Eastern clubbies 
finally caught him with less than 200m to go. Bad 
luck, Russell, thought you had it. 

And so it was, after a good team effort: Graeme 
Bull surging the strongest in the final run to the 
line, holding out a fast-finishing Steve Short and 
Frank Crifo (Eureka). Well done to all the Eastern 
C graders, bit of a team effort, so thanks. 

Utmost thanks to the race officials for providing 
the requisite support on a grotty day. Bravo to 
you. It is not that pleasant when racing in rainy, 
wet and cooler temperatures, then around the 
corner just windy. And one cannot finish without 
thanking the folk who prepared the superb after-
match BBQ, soup, sandwiches, cakes and 
scones. Fantastic. 

Stats: 53km covered in 1hr 36min at 33km/h 
average. 

Graeme Bull 



 
 
 
 

 

E Grade 

This winter has presented many first-time race 
venues for me; Learmonth, north of Ballarat, was 
to prove a challenging one despite its relatively 
flat contours. The first clue to the likely conditions 
was evident as Steven Foster and I approached 
the township overlooked by a dozen or so wind 
turbines. I guess they didn’t put them there to 
generate wind to for the yachts on the lake! The 
second clue was the passing rain squalls 
underneath dark clouds. I forgot to pack my arm 
warmers. The third and most damning was a 
highland district known as ‘Blowhard’. The circuit 
chosen by our hosts Eureka Veterans was a 
basically rectangular course of approximately 
17km/lap, bounded by Donovans, Learmonth–
Sulky, Coghills Creek and Addington–Creswick 
rds. The prevailing wind was mostly from the 
SSW, which produced a start/finish headwind but 
great assistance on at least two of the other legs. 

Lap 1 

Seven E-grade riders including recent strangers 
to Eastern, Cadd & Cadd, departed for their two – 
no, wait, three laps of the local rollicking plains. 
The Cadd duo initially spent a significant time 
sharing the work with JC Wilson, Mrs. Cadd 
(Juanita) scurrying up to Mr. Cadd (Graeme) to 
perhaps remind him not to overdo it after his 
lengthy racing layoff. Susan O’Keeffe kept to her 
own line for the first couple of legs then came 
forward as the race progressed. The tailwind on 
Coghills Creek Rd saw the pace rise significantly 
and found the bunch out of the saddle on shallow 
inclines like Blowhard in order to maintain it. Ray 
Watts came to the fore as the group turned onto 

the narrowing Addington–Creswick Rd and the 
beginnings of the crosswind but also the drizzle. 
Ray dropped back as Susan took control into the 
cruel headwind on the meandering incline of the 
fourth leg, with Peter Gray glued to her wheel. 
Susan held this position to complete the first lap. 

Lap 2 

Everyone was apparently performing well until the 
pace began to rise again on Learmonth–Sulky 
Rd. This saw Peter unexpectedly drop off the 
bunch. The trail car passed him and in typical 
form he tried to bridge back, but was not strong 
enough to chase by himself, even with a tailwind. 
And so as the gap to Peter slowly widened, his 
account of the afternoon’s proceedings narrowed. 
The miserable rain increased in intensity along 
Donovans Rd on the way back to the start/finish, 
where Peter called it quits and returned to the 
shelter of the clubhouse, with tail tucked securely 
– well, you know where. 

Lap 3 

[Juanita Cadd reports that the rest of the race 
wasn’t that exciting, everybody trying to sit in and 
no-one prepared to go it alone. Graham Cadd 
took the win from JC Wilson and Juanita, 
ensuring there were fish and chips for all chez 
Cadd that night.] 

Thank you Eureka for your warm and wonderful 
hospitality, and all officials and marshals for 
enduring the bone-chilling weather.  

Peter Gray 

 



 
 
 
 

 

On Sunday seven or eight Eastern Vets raced in 
the VVCC Open Handicap event. The weather 
was colder than the previous day, but luckily there 
was no rain. We were spread over three different 
handicap sections, but unfortunately none of us 
were in the right group(s) to take any of the 
honours. Personally, I know I was on the limit for 
the first 20km, as a couple of the group were 
clearly stronger than the rest. However, when 

things finally settled, we made good pace, but not 
enough, being caught by some of the back 
markers about 5km from the finish. Close at the 
finished were Ian Smith, Graeme Bull and Bruce 
Will, all about three and a half minutes off the 
leading riders. 

Graeme Bull 

Division 1st 2nd 3rd 

Division 1 (18) Ciaran Jones Russell Newnham Fraser Short (N) 

Division 2 (12) Rob Giles Martin Stalder Bruce Will 

Division 3 (6) Doug Page Graham Cadd Juanita Cadd 

Division 4 (5) John Eddy Clive Wright Lawrie Bohn 

    
Mal Jones was on hand at the Loop (off Yarra Boulevard in Kew) this week and snapped some images of 
the action on his phone – see the following page. 

Thanks, as always, to Keith Bowen and his merry band of helpers – Steve Barnard, Lawrie Bohn and Barry 
Rodgers – for setting up and running proceedings. If you haven’t tried it and you get the chance, 
Wednesday racing at the Loop is a lot of fun as well as a great-value midweek racing fix. The table opens 
at 10 a.m. and the flag drops at 10.15. Many riders go for coffee at Studley Park boathouse after racing. 

VVCC Open handicap, Learmonth, 30 August 

Wednesday criterium at the Loop, Kew, 2 September 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Gerard Donnelly and Ciaran Jones at the head of Division 1  Rob Giles and Division 2 

 

 

 
Doug Reynolds on the front of the Division 1 chase group  Division 3  

 



 
 
 
 

 

Missing helmet covers 

One white and one green still missing from Casey.  

Found at Gruyere – black jacket (imitation leather).  Recover at 
Seymour or email Peter at petergray.ebserve@gmail.com  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Cyclers Guild – a new initiative 

Cyclersguild is an emblem to unite all 
cyclists, promote cycling in general and 
promote driver awareness to increase road 
safety. 

Show your support and display one proudly. 

More than just a sticker... well kind of just a 
sticker. 

For the first 25 orders over $10 
get 30% off – use the promo 
code EVCC 

http://cyclersguild.com.au/  
 
 
 

News 
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Eastern Vets 

 

Please refer to page 1 of this newsletter, or go to http://easternvets.com/roster/  

Note: Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.  Handicap 
entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of participation.  Fees 
are due on race day; entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been paid. 
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to the 
handicapper or on any race day prior to the event. 

Northern Vets – for more details:  http://www.northerncycling.com/  

 

 

 
 

Day/Time/Place Route Style Contact 
 
Tuesdays 9:30 am (9:00 
am during DST). Main 
Yarra Trail (meet under 
Burke Road overpass). 

 
Under Burke Road on 
Main Yarra Trail to 
Southbank via Yarra 
Boulevard and bike paths 
along the river and return. 

 
Social, bike paths and 
roads, coffee @ 
Southbank. 

 
Keithb33@optusnet.com.au 

Sunday Mornings 

Beach Road Ride. Leave 
8.00 am sharp. 

Meet at Peanut Farm 
Reserve. 

Cnr Blessington & 
Chaucer Sts. St Kilda. 

 

Ride along Beach Rd 

to Frankston.  

10 min stop. Then ride 
back to St Kilda. (approx. 
65 km). 

 

Social Ride - Coffee back 
at St Kilda. 

 

Saturday mornings 
(7.30am) and 

Sundays/Public Holidays 
(8.00am) 

Meet at Ringwood Clock 
towers, Maroondah Hwy, 
Ringwood 

 

Maroondah Hwy to 
Carlton for coffee, then 
return 

 

Fast social 

 

Future events 

Training rides 

http://easternvets.com/roster/
http://www.northerncycling.com/


 
 
 
 

 

 

 

   
  

  
 

Sponsors 


